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Introduction 
The Privacy Bill 1986 (Cth.), which was introduced into Parliament 

late last year, will inter alia, prohibit researchers employed by f e d a d  
agencies such as C.S.I.R.O. and the Australian National University, from 
engaging in acts or practice~s which constitute an interference with 
privacy. The Bill, wlhich is based on the recommendations olf the Aus- 
tralian Law Reform Comm~ission contained in its repor't on privacy,l 
is designed: (1) to establish a comprehensive set ot rules to regulate 
the collection, handling and use by federal departments and agen~ies of 
personal information so as to provide individuals with a levd of privacy 
consistent with efficieflt government administration; and (2) lo provide 
an efficient means for compliance with those rules.2 Principles 10 and 
11 of the Information Privacy Principles (contained in clause 13 of the 
Bill) permit the disclosure of personal information in certain circum- 
stances, including, situations where such disclolsure is necessary olr 
desirable for medical research that is being conducted in a manner that 
is conslistent with 'prescribed medical research guiddines' (i.e., guiddines 
for the proteution of privacy in the conduut of meidical research). The 
National Health and Medical Research Council is authorized to issue 
such medical research guidelines. The expression 'medical research' is 
defined to include epidemiological research. 

Although the Bill does not preclude a person from seeking existing 
administrative law remedies such as mandamus, prohibition or injunc- 
tion, or remedies under the Administrative Decisions (Judicial Review) 
Act 1977 (Cth.), against interferences with plrivacy by federal agencies, 
clause 16 (2) provides that such interference will nolt, of itsdf, permit 
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the person to recover damages. However, when reporting a finding tlhat 
an interference with privacy has occurred, the Data Pr'otectio~i Agency 
(established under the Bill) will be able to make a recommendalioln for 
compensation to the person affected by the in~terference. The Bill also 
modifies t%e common law [by extending the availablility of damages for 
breach of confidence: (1) under the law of the Australian Capital 
Territory; ofr (2) by federal agencies and officers under State olr Terriltory 
law. 

Thus the proposed legislation will protect, inter alia, research subjects 
from interference with their privacy by researchers employed by federal 
agencies: (1) by permitting them to seek existing administrative law 
remedies against the fedaral agency concerned; and (2) by means of 
the existing common law remedies for breach of confidence. However, 
the majolrity of researchers in the bioimedical and olther human-related 
scienms are outside the ambit of the proplose~d legislation, and they 
uontinue to be subject to plrofessional codes of conduct and common 
law rules relating to confidentiality. The latter, togetheir with aspeuts of 
the law of ddarnaticm, copyright and passing off, constitute the plrincipaJ 
methods for the preventtion of unauthorized disclosure of' personal in- 
f omlation. 

This article will examine the exisking controls and regulatolry mdhan- 
isms availsbjle to preserve the confidentiality of personal data acquired 
by researchers in the biomedical and other human-related sciences; the 
standards set by professional codes olf conduct; the common law relating 
to blreach of confidence; and, finally, pdicies, practices and procedures 
for maintaining confidentiality. 

Cmceptud c2assification 
Bdore proceeding to a detailed examination of existing con~trols on 

such research, it may be useful to make solme preliminary conceptual 
dassifications. 

Existing controls can be classified into four types, and the researchers 
thmsdves can be classified into two categories. 

A. Codes of p r o f e s s i o ~  ethics 
These consist of codes of bbehaviour or conduct prescribed by pro- 
fessional bodies such as the Ame~rican Medical Association, the 
British Medical Association, the Australian Medical Association, the 
American Psychological Association, the American Psychiatric Asso- 
ciation, the Australian Psychological Society, to mention just a f m .  
Failure to comply with such a code may result in disciplinary action 
being taken against rha member by the professional body to which 
he or She bdolngs. Usually these codes of professional behaviour are 
relevant in legal proceedings Where they may constitulte widence of 
the standard of professional care or ability required of members of 
ithat profession. Supplementary rules, often called guidelines, are 
sometimes issued by these professional bodies from time to time 
prescribing plrocedures to be folllowd in centain areas of research. 
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B. Zmtitutioml guidelines 
These consist of guidelines issued by an ins~titution, such as C.S.I.R.O. 
or a university olr the ethics colmmittee of a hospital, and they usually 
require that research procedures carried out at t1he institution con- 
cerned must comply with )those guidelines. 

C. Government funding guidelines 
These confsist of guidelines issued by gorvelrnment funding bodies such 
as the Medical Research Council in the U.K. or the National Health 
and Medical Research Council in Australia. Compliance with the 
guidelines is usually a condition o~f receiving funding, and non- 
compliance may result in termination of that funding. 

D. Leg& controls 
Sudh ooatrds include legislation, regulations and the common law. 
They also include rules and regulations issued by statutory discip- 
linary tribunals such as the General Medical Council in the U.K. or 
its equivalent in the Australian States. 

Researchers can be dassified into two main categories: 
1. Those researchers who are members of professional bodies such as 

those referred to in category D above and who are bolund by that 
body's code of professional ethics. 

2. Those researchers who do not fall into category 1. This would usually 
include researchers who do nolt belong to any profess'ional association 
and might probably include postgraduates, research assistants and 
technicianls in university faculties of medicine and science, as well as 
some economists and sociologists belonging to research institutions. 

Accordingly, in the case of governmen~t4un~ded research, the controls 
cm both categories of researchers woa3ld ble as follows: 

Researcher Researcher 
TYPO 1 TYP 2 

A. Coda of Professional Ethics * 
B. Institutional Guidelines * 
C. Government Funding Guidelines * 
D. Legal Colntrcrls * 

In the case 04 privately-funded research, the conltrols may ~ba repre- 
sented as foilows : 

Researcher Resmrcher 
Type 1 TYF 2 

A. Codes of drofessiolnal Ethics * 
B. Institutional Guidelines * 
D. Legal Controls * 
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Codes of Professional Ethics 
The classic enunciation of confidentiality of information obtained in ia 

professional or biomedical research relationship is contained in the 
Hippocratic Oath: 3 

Whatever, in connection with my professiond practice, or not in 
connection with it, I see or hcar, in the life of men, Which ought 
not to be spoken of abroad, I will not divulge, as reckoning that 
all such .should be kept ~ecre t .~  

The non-disclosure of that 'which ought not to be spoken of abroad' 
clearly 'indicates that there are some things which may be publi~ihed'.~ 
The Declaration of Geneva adopted by the World Medical Association 
at its meeting in Geneva in 1948 and amended at i'ts meeting in Sydney 
in 1968, modifies this prohibition6 to: 'I will respect rhe secrets which 
are confided in ma, even after the patient has died.' The International 
Code of Medical Ethics prepared by the World Medical Assodation in 
1949 states: 'A doctor shall preserve abso~lute seorecy cm all he knows 
about {his patients because of the confidence entrusted to him.' Similar 
provisions are ccmitained in the codas of ethics of the various national 
medical associations. The Australian Medical Association Code of 
Ethics, folr instance, interprets the Hippocratic Oath as follows: 'To 
keep secret anything learned as the outcome of plrdessioeal railationship 
with a patient which should not be divulged', and states that: 

lit is the praotitioner's obligation to olbsorve strictly the rule of 
professional secrecy by refraining from disclolsing without the 
consallit of the patient (save with statutory sana~ion) to any third 
party information which he has learnt in his' professionial relation- 
$hip with his paltient, 

while the Canadian Medical Association Code of Ethics states : 
An ethical physidian will Iteep in confidence idolmation derived 
from his patient, or from a calleague, regarding a patient and 
divulge it cmly with the permission of the platie~rt except where the 
law requires him to do so. 

But, perhaps, the best description, of the exceptions to non-disclolsure 
is ccyn'tained in the British Medicd Association's handbook, which lists 
five exceptions to the rule of professiolnal secrecy.7 These are: 

(1) Consent. T'he parient gives his olr her consent 'to disclosure; 

(2)  Interests of the patient. It is ethical to break co~nfidentialli'ty where 
'it is undesirable on medical grounds to seek a piatient's coasenlt, 

3 J. Edelstein, Der Hippokratische Eid, Zurich and Stuttgart, Artemis-Verlag, 
1969, 5; P. Deichgaber, Der Hippolcratisci~e Bid, 3rd ed. Stuttgart, Hippo- 
kmtes-Verlag, 1972, 8-10. 

4 J. K. Mason and R. A. McCall Smith, Law and Medical Ethics, London, 
Butterworths, 1983, 251; I). Oiesen, Medical Malpractice Lww: A Com- 
parative Law Study  of Civil Responsibility Aiising jrom Medical Care, 
Bielefeld, Geiseking-Verlag, 1981, 425; E. J. Picard, Legal Liabilily of 
Doctors and Hospitals i n  Canada, Toronto, Carswell, 1978, 25. 

5 Mason and McCall Smith, supra note 4, a t  p. 96. 
6 Ibid. 
7 British Medical Association, ZZandbook oj Medical Ethics, London, British 

Medical Association, 1981, 12-15. 
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buit it is in the patient's own interest that confidentiality should be 
~holken'; 

(3)  Duty to society. This exception permits disclosure where the 
dolctor has an 'overriding duty to society'; 

(4) Medical research. Disclolsure may ble permitted where the informa- 
tion is required for approved medical research; 

( 5 )  Due legal p c e s s .  This exception permits disclosure when the 
information 'is rquired by due legal process', i.e. by legislatiojn or 
in court. 

The firslt exception is, of course, not really an exception to the prin- 
ciple of ccmfidentiality since, strictly speaking, where consent has been 
given no transgression of confidentiality o c ~ u r s . ~  Oh 'the remaining four 
exceptions, the third (duty to society) and the fourth (medical research) 
are obviously the most imporltant ones in the context of the confidential- 
ity oh data acquired by biomedical researchers, though, of course, the 
final excaption (due legal process) will be considere~d later in the context 
of legal controls. Olf course, this is noit to suggest thzt the first exception 
is totally irralwant since it has been suggasted thalt there may be situa- 
tions where the pressures to consent to disclojsure 'are virtually irresistible 
and truly autonomous consent is impossible [. . . 

The second exception - that it is ethical to disclose confidential in- 
formation without the patienlt's consent w'hen ilt is in the patient's interests 
and when it is undesirable on medical grounds to seek such consent - 
is unexceptional. Such a decision rests, 'by definition, on cli~?iic.al judg- 
ment - a properly considered clinical decision cannot be unerhical 
Whether it proves ri&t or wrong,'lO and consequently it would ble con- 
sidered as a justifiable bireach of confidence in any legal proceadings or 
bafolre a plrofessicmal conduct committee.11 

The third exception - where there is an 'overriding duty to sociaty' 
to disclose - is certainly the most difficult, and its extent most uncertain, 
0 1  the five exceptions. Iit permits the disclosure of confidentiality in the 
interests of promoting the benefit of, or prevenlting harm to, olthers12 in 
society. 

The fwrrh exception - disclosure of information required for ap- 
plroved medical research - is the only one of the five exceptions to 
patient-doctor confidentialiity which is not recognised in law. In this 
context, the Aus~tralian Medical Associa~tion's guidelines on the dis- 
closure of research data requires its members, in the absence of leisla- 
tion, 'to ansure that the patient's identity is never compromised and that 
the patient's privacy is not invaded unless with his informed knowledge 
and aonsenlt'.l3 

8 Editorial, 'Mcd~eal Confident~allty' (1984) 1 J .  Mcd. Ethics 3. 
9 Mason and McCall Snuth, supra note 4, a t  p. 97. 

10 Ibld. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Editorial, supra note 8, a t  p. 4. 
13 Allstrailan Medlca.1 Associat~on, Policies of the Australian Medical Associa- 

tion, Sydney, Australian Medical Assoclatlon, 1980, para 35. 
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The fifth exception - disclosure under compulsion of law - can be 
sub-divided further into (a) disclosure under statute o r  common law 
and (b) disclosure in cou~t .  There are an increasing number of Acts of 
Parliament and subordinate legislation requiring that certain information 
gained in treatmenit must be notified. These include 'notifiable diseases' 
and venereal disease, to mention just a few. A physician may also be 
rquired to divulge confidenltial information while baing cross-examined 
in the w4itness-box. Fortunately, a number of jurisdictions have leisla- 
tion which grants professional privilege to doctors in civil, but not 
criminal,14 proceedings.lVhe privilege, of course, belongs to the patient, 
not the physician. 

Many olther codes of professional ethics emlbody similar, if not idea- 
tical, categories of e~cepiions.~" It will be seen later that all these cate- 
gories of exceptions to non-disclosure, except the fourth one, are analo- 
gous to the legal categories of disclosure. As memtioned above, the fourth 
exception is not recognised by law. 

However, generally speaking, since researchers are more usually con- 
fronted by the third (duty to society) and fourth (research) exceptions, 
these two exceptions will subsequently be examined in greater detail. 

ZmtitutiorraS Guidelines 
Some institulti'ons have written gu'idelines or unwritten conventions for 

the disclosure of confidential informatioln. These may vary frolm institu- 
tion to instiltutioin, 'and are usually imposed bsy the ethics committws ol 
individud institutions. 

Nevertheless, a stud~y in 1984 revealed that record keepers' a t  some 
imt2tutio~ns disclo~sed the identity d sulbjscts despite being warned to 
preserve the subjects' privacy. Howover, i't appears from the study that 
those institutions such as teaching hospitals which received many such 
requests from rasearchers invariably protect 'the identity of subjec;ts.17 
One assumes that this was belcause of their grezter experience in hand- 
ling such rquests,ls as a consequence of wlhiah they had problably 
devdolpd either written g~ide~lines or unwriuten colnventions for hand- 
ling them. 

14 Kirby M.D., 'Should Doct,or's Records Be Privileged ?' (1981) 2 hlcd.J. 
Aust. 115-116. 

15 Evidence Act 1958 (Vic.) s. 28 (2), (3 ) ;  Evidenc,e Act 1910 (Tas.) s. 96 
(2), (3 )  ; Evidence Act 1937 (N.T.)  s. 12 (2) ,  (3). 

16 American Medical Association, Principles oj Medical Ethics (1957) s. 9 ;  
Summary lieport of the l'aslc Force on  Confidsntiality o f  the Council on  
Professions and Association.s of the American Psychiatric Association (1975); 
American Psycho1ogica.l Association, Ethical Standards of Psychologists 
1968; Australinn Psychological Society, 1970, 77; Australian Association of 
Social Worliers, Code o f  Profescional fithies 1981, Principle 8. A brief 
review of thes~e codes is given in R. F. Bomch and J. S. Cecil, Assuring 
Confidentiality of Social Research Data, University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1979, 19-22, 

17 J. W. Donovan, 'An Experiment in Privacy Protection' (1984) 141 Med.J. 
A u t .  648-649. 

18 Ibid, 649. See also N.S.W. Department of Health, Confidentiality of Health 
Records in Hospitals and Communi ty  Health Se~viccs ,  Circular No. 82/369. 
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Government Funding Guidelines 
The two major bodies which issue such guidelines are {the National 

Health and Medical Research Council in Australia and the Medical 
Research Council in the U.K. Compliance with the guidelines olf these 
bodies is usually a condition of receiving funding, and non-compliance 
may result in termination of that funding. 

The National Health and Medical Research Council permits the 
exchange of information between researchers. It states: 

subject to maintenance of confidentiality in respect of individual 
patients, all members of research groups should be fully informed 
about projjects on which they are working.lg 

The Medical Research Council goes even furher and states that 
subjeat to certain safeguards, medical information obtained about 
individual patients should continue to be made available withoult 
their explicit consent for the purpolse of medical re~earch.~O 

Legal Controls 
As stated earlier, these legal controls may include not only legislation, 

regulations and the colmmon law, but also rules and regulations issued by 
statutory bodies such as the General Medical Council in the U.K., or its 
equivalent in the Australian jurisdictions. 

The General Medical Council, however, recognizes that information 
may be disclosed for research purposes. According to the G.M.C., 

[ilnformation may also be disclosed for the purpose of a medical 
research proje~t  which has been approved by a recognised athical 
~ommittee.~l  

Clearly, the relationship of physician and patient, social worker and 
client, and psychotherapist and patient, are professional relationships, 
and consequently 'the law implies a term into the contract whereby a 
professional man is to keep his client's affairs secret'.22 

But does the relationship of researcher and subjeat come within its 
ambit? The answer is that it clearly does, either because it is (1) a 
professional relationship like that of doctor and patia1t;~3 (2) a con- 
fidential relationship analogous to that of employer-employee or leoturer- 
student;24 or (3)  a confidential relationship based, 'noit so much on 
property or on contract, but rather on the duty to be of good faith'.25 

19 Tatlonal Health and hfedlcal Research Counc~l, Statement o n  H u m a n  
Experzmentatzon aria Supplertzentaty ,\'otes, Canberra, N.H.M.R.C. rev. 
1982, para 12. 

20 Medlcal Research Councll, 'Respons~b~llty In the Use of Medlcal Informa- 
tlon for Research' (1973) 1 Br.Med.J. 213-216. 

21 General Medlcal Councll, ProJesszonal Conduct  and Discipline: Fitness t o  
Practise, London, General Medlcal Councll, 1983, 20 

22 Parry-Jones v. Law Soczety [19691 1 Ch. 1, 9, per Lord Dennlng M.R. 
23 Fuiniss v. Fztchett [I9581 K.Z L.R. 396 at  p. 400; P. D. Flnn, 'Confidentlal- 

~ t y  and the "Publlc Interest"' (1984) 58 A.L.J. 497, at p. 501; A.B. v. C.D. 
(1851) 14 Dunl. (Ct. of Sess.) 177; A.B. v. C.D. (1904) 7 F  (Ct. of Sess) 72. 

24 Slavutych v. Baker (1975) 55 D.L.R. (3d) 224; Putsman v. Taylor [I9271 1 
K.B. 637, at  p. 641. Abernethy v. Hutchznson (1825) 3 L.J. Ch. 209. 

25 Fraser v. Evans  [I9691 1 All E.R. 8, at  p. 11, per Lord Dennlng; Duchess 
o f  Argyll v. D u k e  o f  Argyll [I9671 Ch. 302; Taylor v. Blacklow (1836) 3 
Bing. (N.C.) 235; 135 E.H. 401. 
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The latter category may be illustrated by Foster v. Mountford & Rigby 
Ltd.26 where an injunction was placed on the sale in the Northern 
Territory of the book Nomads of the Australian Desert on the grounds 
that it contained confidential information about sacred sites and rituals 
given to the researcher by tribal aborigines. They had taken the re- 
searcher into their confidence, said Muirhead J., and 'whilst there is no 
evidence bly document or conversation or indeed by recognized legal 
relationship of the manner in which the confidence was rep~sed',~T he 
was satisfied that the book revealed some secrets which it was under- 
stood would nolt be revealed when the trust was impose~d. He agreed 
that the case involved 'many issues, some involving mattelrs of public 
policy, including one's right to disseminate the results of scientific or 
anthropological researchY,28 but that nevertheless it was 'well establishd 
that the law will act to prevent a breach of faith, a breach of confi- 
den~e' .~g As Lord Justice Denning stated in Fraser v. Evans, '[nlo 
person is permitted to divulge to the world information which he has 
received in confidence, unless he has just cause or excuse for doing so'.30 

Oonfidentiality in research may not only be imposed by the common 
law, but someltimes also by statute, as, for example, the Epidemiological 
Studies (Confidentiality) Act 1981 (Cth.), which imposes a statutory 
duty of confidentiality in relation to epidemiological studies of physical, 
mental, oir behaviour disorder condudted by, or on behalf of, the Com- 
monwealth. 

Unauthorized disclosure of confidential information could result in 
proceedings against the researcher for breach of contract, negligent 
disclosure, or breach of confidence, depending on the circumstances of 
disclosure.31 It could even, in some situations, result in the researcher 
being sued for defamation, deceit, or negjigent misstatement.32 

If the researcher bdolngs to a professional association, or is subject to 
a statutory authority governing his profession (e.g. the General Medical 
Council), that blody may take disciplinary proceedings against him for 
conduct unbecoming a physician33 and he could be reprimanded, sus- 
pended or even struck off the register.34 

(1976) 14 A.L.R. 71. 
Ibid, 73. 
Ibid,  76. 
Ibid,  74. 
119691 1 All E.R. 8, at p. 11. 
Mason and IlIcCall Smi th ,  supra note  4, at  pp. 107-108; V.  D. Plueckhahn, 
Ethics, Legal Medicine and Forensic Pathology, Melbourne, Melbourne 
Universi ty  Press, 82; R .  G. Fox,  'Ethica.1 and Legal Principles o f  Con-  
fidentiality o f  Psychologists and Social Workers' i n  M .  Nlxon,  Issues in 
Psycholoyical Practice, hiIelbourne, Longman Cheshire, 1984, 161-163; 
Australian Law R e f o r m  Commission. Privacu. V o l .  1. Caeblerra. Australian -, 
Government  Publishing Service, 1983,'420. 

32 Fox, supra note 31 at pp. 161-163; Australian Law R e f o r m  Commission,  
supra note  31, at pp. 419-420. 

33 Medical Practitioners R ~ a i s t r a t i o n  Ordinance 1930 (A.C.T.) s. 30: Medical 
Practitioners ~ e y i s t r a t i o n " ~ c t  1980 (N.T.) s. 30; M'edical ~ r a c t i t l o n e r s  Ac t  
1938 (X .S .W.)  s. 27; Medicczl Act  1939 (Q . )  ss. 35, 37A; Medical Prac- 
titioners Ac t  1983 (S.A.) ss. 54, 58; Medical Ac t  1959 (Tas.) s. 25; Medical 
Practiti0nei.s Ac t  19,O (Vlc.) s. 17; Medzcal Ac t  1894-1968 ( W . A . )  s. 13. 

34 Cf R. v. General iMedica2 Council [I9301 1 K.B. 562. 
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Exceptions 
The law, however, permits, and in some cases compels, disclosure in 

certain circumstances. These circumstances may be categorized as 
follows: 56 

disclosure is made with the express or implied consenlt olf the 
confider; 
disclosure in the interests oif the public; 
disclosure is made in the interests of the confidant; 
disclolsure under compulsion olf law. 

It is sometimes claimed that there is also a further category: disclolsure 
in the interests of the confider. 

Disclosure with consent 
This category corresponds to the first exception examined while con- 

sidering codes of professional ethics. 

Clearly disclosure may be made with the express or implied consent of 
the confider." Although express consent creates few prolblems, the 
question of when consent can be impllied is a little more difficult. 

Where a subject is being inltemiewed by a researcher and the subject 
is aware rhat the researcher is part of a team undertaking the study, 
it is probably true to say that the subject has consented to that informa- 
tion being exchanged with the other researchers in the team, or if the 
researcher is a junior one (e.g., a student), that the subject has con- 
sented to the information being made available to the senior researcher 
or research supervisor. Such consent could more readily be impllied 
where the subjects are students, and thus generally aware of the charac- 
ter of research projects. Where the subject is a member of the general 
public, then more consideration would be required before assumling that 
the subject had so consented. The correct procedure would, 0 1  course, 
be to discuss the situation with the subject himself. 

According to Professor Robert Hayes, Australian Law Reform Com- 
missioner, some legal practitioners have been advising researchers rhat 
implied consent may constitute an exception justifying the disclosure of 
research data. Commenting on this, he states that 

[sluffice it [is] to say that ithe courts have been cautious about 
implied consent; and even in rhe context of the confidential rdation- 
ship between banker and customer, there has been no authoritative 
legal pronouncement that such a well-known custom as a banker's 
opinion is legally justified in all circumstances. There will be 
many situations in the hospital context in which persons beyond 
the group of attending health professionals will be lawfully entitled 
 to have access to medical records on the basis 0 1  implied consenlt. 
But epidemiologists should be careful nolt to push this too Ear, 
particularly when access to holspital recolrds is sought by outside 

35 Australian Law Reform Commission, supra note 31, a t  p. 394. 
36 C. v. C. L19461 1 All E.R. 562. 
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epidemiologists, or when epidemiologists, urn the basis of access to 
hospital records, seek to fo l lw  rhem through inlto unconnected 
educational or wolrlr places.37 

Disclosure in the interests of the confider 
This category corresponds to the seoond exception examined while 

considering codes of professio~nal ethics. 
It  has bean argued by some that disclolsure 

may be justified as something to which the person confidling would 
have consented had he or she been in a position to comprdhend 
the necessity of the occasion and been cap~able of expressing views 
on the matter. This applies particularly in relation to mentally 
disordered persons. The person may nat pose an imminent danger 
to themselves or others but the worker may nevertheless wish to 
release information about them to preserve their health and to 
provide for their welfare.38 

This view has been doubted, even where the individual is, in f a ~ t , ~ Q  a 
danger to himself, for example, 

an old man who lives alone, refusing to accept any social hdp 
or support and who is at great risk of contracting hypo~thennia.~~ 

Disclolsure in those circumstances 'might not be justifiablle under the 
current law' either on the grounds of public interest41 olr bly reference to 
implied consent.42 

Disclwure in the public interest 
This category corresponds to the third exception examined while 

considering codes ol professional ethics. 
This category is the most difficult and problematic of all. It 

has been critioised as too imprecise. But it may be that its flexi- 
bility is desirable, allowing it to accommodate changes in percep- 
tions of the public interest, and developments of medical pre- 
dictability.43 

In Cartside v. Outram,44 a case which concerned fraud in colmmercial 
dealings, Wood V.C. stated : 

The true doctrine is that there is no confidence as to the disdmure 
of iniquity. You cannot make me the colnfidant of a crime or a 
fraud, and be entitled to close up my lips upon any secret which 
you have the audacity to disclose to me relating to any fraudulent 
intention m your plart; such a confidence cannot ex i~ t .~5  

R. Hayes, 'Epidemiological Research and Privacy Protection' (1984) 141 
Med. J. Aust. 621, at p. 623. 
Fox. supra note 31, a t  p. 180. 
Australian Law Reform Commission, supra note 31, a t  p. 419. 
A. Samuels, 'The Duty of the Doctor to Respect the Confidence of the 
Patient' (1980) 20 Med. Sc. Law (1) 58, a t  p. 63. 
Australian Law Reform Commisrsion, supra note 31, a t  p. 419. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
(1857) 26 L.J.Ch. 113. 
Ibid, 114. 
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The ambit of this category was widened in Initial Services Ltd. V. 
P~tteril1,~"w'here the manager of the company disclosed to rhe Press 
certain practices of the company which were contrary to the Restrictive 
Trade Practices Act 1956 (U.K.). Lord DennGng M.R. said: 47 

In Weld-Blurufell v. Stephens,48 Bankes, L.J. rather suggested4g 
that the exception is limited to tbe proposed or contemplated 
commission of a cr'ime or a aivil wrong. But I sholuld have rhoughit 
Chat was too limited. The exception should extend to crimes, 
frauds and misdeeds, both those actually committed as wall as 
those in contemplation, plrovided always - and this is essential - 
that tho disclosure is justified in the: pluMic inlterelst .e reason is 
bscause 'no private obligations can dispense with that universal 
one which lies on every member of the society to discover wery 
design which may be formed, conlrary to the laws of the society, 
to destroy the public welfare': see Annesley v. Anglesea (Earl).5o 

In Commonwealth v. John Fairfax & Sons Ltd.,51 wlhich concerned 
publicajtion of governmen't documents dealing with Australia's pollicy 
Cowards East Tirnor, Mason J. said: 

It  has been acknowledged that the defence applies lto disclosuras of 
things done in bread1 of national security, in breach of law (in- 
cluding fraud) and to disclosure of matters which involve danger 
to the public.~z 

However, in that case it did not cover advice given by public servants 
'with a view to exposing what is alleged to have been the cynical pursuit 
d expedient golds, especially in relation to East T i m ~ r ' . ~ ~  

Crimes and proposed crimes are also' encompassed by this categotry 
since 'the detection and prosecution of criminals, and the discovery of 
projected crimes, are important weapons in protect5ng the public in- 
terest'.54 

It  appears that courses that contain 'dangerous material', e.g. 'medical 
quackeries of a sort which may be dangerous if practised behind closed 
doors'55 are also encompassed by this category. Disclosure may also be 
in the public interest where there is evidence that the organizations who 
confided the information 'have bean proltecting their secrets by deplor- 
able means such as is evidenced by [their] code of ethics',56 e.g. if there 
was an implication 

that here was an organisation which had laid down a criminal code 
of its olwn and by the criminal code i~t treated, and required its 
adherents to treat, persons as outlaws depived of any protection 

46 El9681 1 Q.B. 396. 
47 Ihid. 405. 
48 [1919] 1 K.B. 520; 35 T.L.R. 245, C.A. ; aff'd 119201 A.C. 956. 
49 L19191 1 K.B. 520. at p. 527. 
50 (1'741) 1 Br. P.C. 289, 1 E.R. 573, 17 State Tr. 1139, reported in a note in 

11869-701 L.R. 5 O.B. 317. 
51 (1981) 55 A . L . J . ~ .  45. 
52 Ibld at p. 51. 
53 Ibid. 
54 ,Ifalone v. ~ ~ e t r o p o l ~ t . r n  Pobce Commissioner [I9791 2 All E.R. 620, a t  

p. 646, per Megarry V.C. 
55 Ilubbard v. Vosper [19i21 2 Q.D 84, at p. 96, per Lord D'enmng M.R. 
56 I b ~ d  at p. 101, per Megaw L.J. 
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or sanction so far as the scientological organisation was concerned 
if they have been guilty of 'suppressive acts'; and no Scientollogist 
was to be condemned, under the ethical cobde of Scientology, for 
any aotion - I repeat any action - wkicih he might take against 
such 'fair 

H w e ~ e r ,  it appears rhat aivil wrongs, such as libellous statements are 
n d  encompassed by this category," provided there is no public inlterest 
in disclosure which overrides the public interest in maintaining con- 
fidentiality." Although the last clause d the preceding sentence may 
have a tautological ring about it, we have in fact arrived at the balancing 
d public interests test, i.e. (the balancing of idterests test enunciated in 
Science Research Council v. Nass&; B.L. Cars Ltd. (formerly Leyland 
Cars) v. Vyas.60 

On the other hand, there is an obiter dictum by Warrington L.J. in 
Weld-Blurzdell v. Stephens61 that a criminal libel may cotme wiithin the 
ambilt of this category. The arnblit of this category was widened wen 
further in Lion Laboratories Ltd. v. Evam61a in which the Court of 
Appeal held that, contrary $0 the suggestion in Gertside v. Outram, The 
defence of disclosure in the public interest does nolt depend up0111 any 
'iniquilty', but merely Ithat the ido~rmation is so important to the public 
as to outweigh the competing public interest in rhe maintenance d 
confidentiality. In $hat case, the Court hdd thaft the first publlic interest 
prevailed because doublts about $he accuracy of a speed measuring device 
meant that there was a possibility d innocent people being punished 
foir offances they may nolt have comdtted. 

Tmasoff Case 
The question of disclosure o~f confidential inholrmatioa also arose in 

Tarasoff v. Regents of the University o f  C~lifornicr.~2 In that case, 
Poddar, a voluntary ou1tp8tient receiving therapy at a holspital forming 
part of the University of Califolrnia at Berkeley, infolrme~d Moolre, a 
psychologist Who was his therapist, that he was going to kill an un- 
named girl, readily identifiable as Tatina, when she returned froim spmd- 
ing the summer in Brazil. Moore, with ,the co'ncurrenm of two psychia- 
trists at the hospital, decided that the patient should be committed for 
orbsarvation in a mental hospital. Moore orally noltified two camps  
policemen that he would request commitment, and he sent a letter to the 
Police Chief requesting $he assistance d the police department in securing 

57 Ibid a t  p. 100, per Megaw L.J. See also Church of Scientology o f  Califomzia 
v. Kau fman  119731 R.P.C. 627 (int. proceedings), 635 (trial), Ch.D. 

58 Weld-Blundell v. Stephens 119191 1 K.B. 520, C.A 
59 Distillers Co. (l3ioch~micals) Ltd. v. Times Newspapers Ltd .  [I9721 1 Q.B. 

613, a t  pp. 623-625, per Talbot J. 
60 [I9791 3 All E.R. 673; [I9791 3 W.L.R. 762. 
61 [I9191 1 K.R. 520, at p. 533. 
61a [I9851 1 Q B. 526. 
62 131 Cal.Rptr. 14 (1976); 551 P. 2d 334 (1976); J. G. Fleming and B. 

Maximov, 'The I'atlcnt or Ills Victim: The Therapist's Dllemma' (1974) 
62 Cal.L.Rev. 1025. 
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the patient's confinemennt. Three officers took the patient into custody 
butt, satisfied that the patient was rational, released him on his promise 
to stay away from Tatina. The director of psychiatry at the ho1sp:taI 
then asked the police to reiturn Moore's letter, directed that all copies of 
the letters and notes that Moore had taken as therapist be destroyed, 
and ordered that no further action be taken to detain the patient. 

Two months later, the patient killed Tatina. Her parents brought an 
action in the Supreme Court of California. Tobriner J., delivering the 
majority judgment, said that the cause d action could be amended to 
allege that Tatina's death proximately resulted from the defendants' 
negligent failure to warn Tatina or others likely to apprise her of her 
danger. He continued: 

Although [ . . .I, under the common law, as a general rule, one 
person owed no duty to control the conduct of another, the courts 
have carved out an exception to this rule in cases in which the 
defendant stands in some special rdationship to eilther the person 
whose conduct needs to be controlled or in a relationship to the 
foreseeable victim of that conduct. Applying this excepltion to the 
present case, we nolte that a relationship of defendant therapists to 
either Tatina or Poddar [the patient] will suffice to establish a duty 
of care [ .  . . .1.63 

Although the California decisions that recognize this duty have 
involved cases in which the defendant stood in a special relation- 
ship both to the victim and to the person @hose conduct created 
the danger, we do not think that the dulty should logically be 
constricted to such situations. Dec~isions of orher jurisdictions hold 
that the single relationship of a doctor to his patient is sufficient to 
support the duty to exercise reasonable care to protect others 
against dangers emanating from the patient's illness. The courts 
hold that a doctor is IiabIe to persons infeated by his patient if he 
negligently fails to diagnose a contagious disease or, having diag- 
nosed the illness, fails to warn members of the patient's family.64 

Turning to the question of confidential information, the Court looked 
at s. 9 of the Principles of Medical Ethics of the American Medical 
Association (1957), which stated that a physician may noit reveal such 
confidences 'unless he is required to do so by law or unless it becomes 
necessary in order to protect the welfare of the individual or of the 
community', and s. 1024 of the Californian Evidence Code, which stated 
rhat there was no privilege 'if the psychotheraplist has reasonable cause 
to believe rhat the patient is in such mental or emoltional condition as to 
be dangerous to himself or to the person or property of another and that 
disclosure of the communication is necessary to prevent the threatened 
danger'. The Court stated: 

We realize that the open and confidential character of psyho- 
therapleutic dialogue encourages patients to express threats of 
violence, few of which are ever executed. Certainly a therapist 
should not be encouraged routinely to reveal such threats; such 
disclosures could seriously disrupt The platient's relaltionship with 

63 Ibid, 343. 
64 Ibld, 344. 
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his therapist and wilrh the persons threatened. To the contrary, 
the therapist's obligations to his patient require )that he not disclose 
a confidence unless such disclosure is necessary to avert danger to 
others, and even then (that he do so discreetly, and in a fashion 
that would preserve the privacy of his patiellit to the fullest extent 
compatible with the prevention of the threatened danger.c5 

The Cou~t  conduded that 

the public pollicy favoring plratection of the confidenltial charactar 
of patient-psychotherapisit communications must yield to the extent 
to which disclosure is essential to avert danger to olthers. The 
proltactive privilege ends where the public peril begins.G6 

It is clear, however, that such a duty does not aprplly mutatis mutandis 
to all relationships, since the Court in TarasofJ held that the campus 
police who, at the request of Moore and the psychotherapists, briefly 
detained the patient but released him w'hen he appeared rational did 'not 
have any such spacial relationship to either Tatina or to Poddar [the 
patient1 sufficient to impose on such defendants a duty to warn rasped- 
ing Polddar's violenit intenti~ns'.~T 

One writer, commenting on this Californian decision, has stated that 
the courts in rhe U.K. and Australasia 'have not yet held a psychologist 
or social worker is under any duty to protect third parties f m  possible 
risk disclosed in the course of providing therapeutic services' since at 
'the present time he 'has a right to disclolse in such circumstances, but it 
has not been raised into a duty to do so7.G8 While it is true that there 
lhve been no court decisions concerning these two professions, it is very 
doubtful whether the last statement is correct when cons'idered in the 
Iight of Weld-Blurrdell v. Stephens," where Bankes L.J. stated that in 
the oase of 'confidential communications to a professional adviser as to 
the proposed uomrnission of a crime, or as to the proposed commission 
d a civil wrong upon an individual', a 

contraat to keep such a communication secret may well be con- 
sidered as an illegal contract, and the duty to the public !to disclose 
the criminal or illegal intention may properly be heild to override 
the private duty to r a p a t  and protect the client's c0nfidences.7~ 

Later in the sama case, Warrington L.J. stated that 

if the document in qucstion revealed a contemplated crime, the 
commission of which its disclolsure might prevent, I think there 
would be a duty owing to the public which would override any 
private obligation.71 

65 I b ~ d ,  347. 
66 I b ~ d .  See also the Surnrnary Report of tlle Tdslc Force on Confident~d~ty 

of the Counc~l on Profess~ons and Associat~ons of the Alnerican Psych~atric 
Assoc~at~on 1975. 

67 TarasoJf v. R e g ~ n t s  o j  the Unaverszty of Calzfornia, 551 P 2d 334, a t  p. 349. 
68 Fox, supra note 31, a t  pp. 161-162. 
69 [19191 1 K.B. 520. 
70 l b ~ d  527 (cmphns~s added) 
71 I b ~ d  533 (emphasis added). Perhaps thclr honours were influenced by the 

offence of mlspnslon of felony. 
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Since that case involved disclosure of a confidential statement which 
resulted in the confider being sued for libd, the ablove s'tiatements might 
be regarded as obiter dicta. It  is interesting to observe, however, that 
Banltes L.J. considered that 'the proposed commission of a civil wrong 
upon an individual' [emphasis added] could be disclosed, and he later 
distinguished between that situation and the case 'where the wrong is 
completed bafore the communiclation is disclosed', and which should nolt 
be disclosed. He bdieved that the case he was dealing with came within 
the latter category. 

Quite apart from whather his statemenlt ('the wIrong is completed 
before the communicatioln is disclosed') is correct in the context of the 
law of libd, his distinction between a contemplated crime or civil wrong 
and crimes or civil wrongs which have actually been committed72 was 
questioned by Lord Denning M.R. in Initial Services Ltd. v. Putterill. 
In rhat case Lord Denning observed: 73 

In Weld-Blundell v. Stephens,74 Banks, L.J. [ .  . . ]  suggested 
that rhe excepltion [to non-disclosure of confidential communica- 
tions] is limited to the proposed or contemplated commission of a 
crime or a civil wrong. 13ut I should have fhoughlt that was too 
limited. The excepltion should extend to crimcs, frauds and mis- 
deeds, bath those actually commiltted as well as those in contem- 
plation, provided always - and this is essential - rhat the dis- 
closure is justified in the public inkrest. Tlhe reason is because 'no 
private obligauion can dispense with that universal one Which lies 
on every member of the society to discover ewelry design which may 
be folrmed, contrary to the laws of tlhe society, to destroy the publlic 
wdfare' : see Annesley v. Anglesea. 

There is much to be said for Lord Denning's view, since an cxamha- 
tion of the passage of the judgment 0 1  Bankes L.J. reveals that the 
distinotion arose from a conceptual difficulty, as he cited the solicitor- 
client relationship as the basis for his dis'tinction: 'a person who is 
charged with attemplting to commit suicide tdls his solicitor that he did 
so attempit and asks him to defend him'. Bankes L.J. aplpears to have 
confused the solicitor-client relationship, whiuh as we know is a s p w i ~ l  
exception - legal professional privilege - with a general rule invo~lving 
all professional communications. 

There is some uncertainty as to disclosure of illegal abortions. In 
1896 Hawkins J. stated that there was no duty to report to the authori- 
ties 'whennsoever they thought that a crime had been committad',75 bu t  
even here, he drew a distinction between abortion and m ~ r d e r . ~ 6  How- 
aver, Avory J. in 1914 stated that there 'are casas where the detsire to 

72 Ibid 527. 
73 [I9681 1 Q.B. 396, at p. 405. 
74 [1919] 1 K.B. 520, C.A., aff'd [19201 A.C. 956. 
75 Kitson v. Playfair (1896) The Times, 28 March 1896, 22 Digest (Reissue) 

457, (1896) 1 Brit.Med.J. 882. 
76 Mason and McCall Smith, supra note 4, a t  p. 99, fn. 12. 
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preserve that confidence must be subordinated to the duty which is 
cast on every good citizen to assist in the investigftion elf %rims 
crime [. . . .1'77 

In the New Zealand case of Furniss v. Fitchett, which concerned the 
negligent disclosure of confidential information by a physician, Blarrour- 
clough C.J. stated : 

I cannot think rh8t [the duty of non-disclosure] is so absolute as 
to permit, in law, nolt the slightest departure from it. Take the 
case of a doctor who dliscovers that hiis patient entertains illusions 
in respecrt of another, and in his disordered state of mind is liable 
at any moment to cause dearh or grievous bodily harm to that 
other. Can it be doubted for m e  mloment that lthe pubilic interest 
requires him to report that finding to someone? Take the case 
of a patient of very tender years or of unsound mlind. Common 
sense and reason demand that some replort on such a pa~enlt 
s'hould be made to the patient's plarent or other perscm having 
control of him. But public interest requires that care should be 
exercised in deciding what shall be reported and to whom [ .  . . . ] 
That which will justify a deplarlture from rhe general rule must 
depend on what is reasonable plrofessionlal conduut iin the circum- 
stances under consideration in the particullar case, and as such is 
a question for the jury.78 

What if the researcher discovers that his subjmt has a contagious or 
infectious disease and the subject works in a public place such as a 
swimming pool or a holtel ? In practice 'such questions are now a matter 
of history bemuse modern therapy sterilises infeded persons rapidly 
save in very exceptional circumstances'.79 But what if the subject has 
contracted AIDS ? Here the researcher may feel that he has a moral 
dulty to disclose,80 but would he be protected under The category d 
public interest if he does so ? The Australiian Law Reform Colmmis~sion, 
in its review of the law in this area, took the view that if the subject 
(i) was about to commit, or had committed, a serious crime; (ii) was a 
child abuser; or (iii) the victim of a serious crime, the researcher might 
Ire justified in disclosing the informatio~l to the appropriate au~thorities.~~ 
It should be noted in passing that there is legislation in most jurisdictions 
governing the reporting of child abuses2 and that the Qu~ns land  Medi- 
cal Act 1939-1981, s. 35 (ix)-(xi), in effect, compels a medical plrac- 
titimer to disclose to the police any information he receives concerning 
an attempted or completed crime, or when he attends the victim of 
criminal attack (even though the victim did not consent to disclosure). 

The Australian Law Reform Commission took lthe view, however, 
that disclosure (i) that a subject had a genetically transmissible disease; 

77 'Medical Et,iquettje and Criminal Abortion': charge to the jury, Birmingham 
Autumn Assizes. 1 December 1914 (1914) 78 J.P. 604; (1914) 49 L.J. 713. 
His Honour was probably influenced by the existence of the offence of 
mispr'sion of felony. 

78 [I9551 N.Z.L.R. 396, at  pp. 405-406. 
79 Mason and McCall Smith, supra note 4, a t  p. 99. 
80 Plueckhahn, supra note 31, at  p. 84. 
81 Australian Law Reform Commission, supra note 31, a t  p. 418. 
82 See note 94 injra. 
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(ii) that he represented a danger to the public, such as a barman who 
devdops a chancre or open tuberculosis, or a bus driver whose blood 
pressure is rising over 200; or (iii) the subject is a danger Yo himself, 
as for example, an old man who lives alone, refusing to accept any 
social help or support and who was at great risk of contracting hypo- 
thermia, might not be justifiable under the current l a ~ . ~ 3  In such a 
situation, every &ort should be made by Ithe researcher to persuade the 
subject to agree to disclolse the in fonna t i~n .~~  However, the decision of 
the Court 19 Appeal in Lion Laboratories Ltd. v. Evans8*a may mean 
that (i) and (ii) coluld be disclosed. 

Consequently, the advice given by some lawyers that certain forms 
ot research, such as epidemiological research, would coime within the 
'public interest' exception to the duty of confidentiality is probably not 
tenable in the light of judicial decisions.85 

Exceptions 
In summary then, the legag exceptions to non-disclosure I9 confiden- 

tial commun!icittions are: 

A. Disclosure under compulsion of law or where there is a statutory 
obligation to disclose. 

B. Disclosure with the consent, either express olr implied, of (the con- 
fider. 

Disclasure in the public interest: 
crimes, including criminal libel; 
fraud; 
proposed or contempllated crimes; 
statutory olbligations to disclose; 
possibility of innocent people baing punished far offences which 
Ithey may not heave crolmmitted; 
doubts about devices upon the accuracy of which a person's liveli- 
hood or liberty may depend; 
courses that involve dangerous material or medioal quackeries 
which may be dangerous to the public; 
secrets of an organization which are prot&ted by deplowble 
mans  by that organisation, thereby constituting a danger to the 
public; 
activities invoking a breach of law generally (e.g. Trade Practices 
legislation); or 
anything dse within irhe all encompassing phrase: 'matters which 
involve danger to the public'. 

83 Australian Law Reform Commission, supra note 31, a t  p. 419. 
84 Plueckhahn, supra note 31, a t  p. 84. 
84a [I9851 1 Q.B. 526. 
85 R. Hayes, 'Epidemiological Research and Privacy Protection' (1984) 141 

Med.J.Aust. 621, at  p. 623. 
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These are all within the ambit of disclosure in the public interest, but 
civil wrongs m heir own, i.e. not involving the public interest, are not 
within its ambilt. 

Disclosure in the interests of the confidant 
A researcher might seek to avail himself or herself of this defence if 

' p r o d i n g s  are brought against them and it is nemslsary fol- the proper 
defence olf those proceedings [. . .]'a" 

The existence of this exception as a separate category has, however, 
been doublted,s7 since it could really bdong to the category of disclosure 
in court prweedings.88 

Disclosure under law 

This category corresponds to the fifth exception examined while 
considering codes of prolfessional ethics. This categolry can bs further 
sub-divided into: (a) disclosure under s t a ~ t ~ t e ; ~ ~  (b) disclosure under 
common law; and (c) disclosure in court  proceeding^.^^ 

There exist statutory requirements for reporting of inhtious 
diseases (including venereal diseases),g"isuse of drugs,g3 child 
abuse,94 statistical as wdl as requiring that confidential 
reports be furnished in certain  circumstance^.^ The Queensland 
Medical Act 1939-1981, s. 35 (ix)-(xi), referred .to earlier, states 
fihat a medid  practitioner shall be guilty of 'misconduct in a pro- 
fessional respect' if he fails to disclose to the police any information he 
receives concerning an attempted or completed crime, or when he 
attends the victim of a criminal attack. Provisions in road traffic legisla- 

86 Australian Law Reform Co~nrnission, supra note 31, a t  p. 418. 
87 I'bid, 395. 
88 See infra. - 
89 Plueckhahn, supra note 31, a t  84; Australian Law Refonn Commission, 

supra note 31, at  416-417; Mason and McCall Smith, supra notc 4, a t  p. 
105; Fox, supra note 31, a t  pp. 172-173; Gicsen, supra note 4, a t  p. 184. 

90 Plueckhahn, supra note 31, a t  pp. 83-84; Australian Law Rcform Com- 
mission, supra note 31, a t  p. 421; Mason and McCall Smith, supra note 4, 
a t  p. 107; Fox, supra note 31, a t  pp. 174-175; Giesen, supra notc 4, st p. 184. 

92 Venereal Diseases Act 1917 (U.K.); Health Act 1958 (Vie.) s. 137; Public 
Neallh Act 1902 (N.S.W.) e. 29 (1A); Health Act 1937 (Qld.) ss. 29, 30, 51 
(3), 54 (2), (5); Health Act 1935 (S.A.) s. 128; Public Health Act 1962 
(Tas.) sis. 27, 41; Ifealth Act 1911 (W.A.) Part IX,  Div. 2;  Public Nealth 
(Infectious Diseases) liegulations 1968 (U.K.), 8.1. 1968/1366, reg. 6 (2 ) ;  
Venereal Diseases Ordinance 1956 (A.C.T.) ss. 6, 6A; Public Health (In- 
fectious and Notifiable Diseases) Regulations (A.C.T.) regs. 4, 4A; Public 
Zfenlth (Tuberculosis) Iiegulations (A.C.T.) reg. 3 ;  National Health Service 
(Venereal Diseases) Regulations 1974 (U.K.), S.I. 1974/29; See also R .  v. 
Gordon (1923) 54 O.L.R. 355. 

93 Misuse of Drugs (Notification of and Supply to  Addicts) Regulations 1973 
(U.K.), S.I. 1973/799, reg. 2. 

94 Child Welfare Act 1939 (N.S.W.) s. 148B (3); Community Welfare Act 
1972 (S.A.) s. 91; Health Act 1937 (Qld.) s. 76K; Child Protection Act 1974 
(Tas.) s. 8 (2). (3). . ., . , 

95 kbortion Regulations 1968 (U.K.), S.I. 1968/390, reg. 4; Abortion (Scotland) 
Regulations 1%8 (U.K.), S.I. 1968/505, reg. 4. 

96 Social Security Act 1947 (Cth.) s. 135TF. 
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tion may require the disclosure of confidential information if the infor- 
mation is requested by the police." Other provisions in road traffic 
legislation, while not being mandatory in character, may provide an 
indemnity against civil proceedings folr disclosing the inf0rmation.~8 

Disclosure may also be required under the old coimmon law offence 
of misprision of felony, which still sub~sists in New Soutlh Wales, South 
Australia and the Australian Capital Territo~-y.gg Thus, if a researcher 
in those jurisdictions discovers that a fdony is baing planned or com- 
mitted, or has been committed, and without consenting to it, conceals 
or procures the concealmenit of the crime, or fails to disclose it to the 
responsible authorities (i.e., the police) within a reasonable time after 
having had a reasonable opportunity for doing so, he is guilty of mis- 
prision of fdony.100 Lord Denning In Syltes v. Director of Public Prose- 
cutions thought that it might not apply in the case of rslationships such 
as those of doctor-patient and lawyer-client.lo1 However, it is unlikely 
Chat the ambit of Lord Denning's exception is sufficiently wide to en- 
ompass the relationship of rasearcher and subject. 

Finally, a researcher may be compelled to produce documents and !to 
testify in court unless he can claim privilege. As mentioned earlier, 
some jurisdictions grant professional privilege to doctors in civil, but not 
criminal,l02 p.roceedings.l03 Even then, since the researcher is not 
'attending' a 'patient',l04 he could nat claim professional privilege. Nor 
would the relationship of researcher and subject itself found a basis for 
claimling privilege, since, as Dixon J. statsd in McCuinness v. Attorn~y- 
General of Victoria, except for restricted categories of relationships 
established by statute or the common law, an inflexible rule had been 

esitablished that no obligation of honour, no duties of non-disclosure 
arising from the nature of a pursuit or calling, could stand in the 
way of the imperative necessily of revealing the truth in the 
witness box.105 

Of course, the rasearcher could still claim privilege on the same grounds 
available to any other individual (e.g., privilege againsrt sdf-incrimination, 
public pdicy in not reveding the identity of an informant, etc.). 

97 Road Y'iaffzc Act 1072 ( U K . ) ,  s. 168 (2 ) ;  Hunter v. Mann  (1974) 2 All 
E.R. 414. 

98 Transport Act 1972 (Que.), s. 86, Motor Vehzcle Act 1960 (B.C), s. 208; 
H z g h ~ ~ a y  'I'laflzc Act 1970 (Ont.), ss 142-144; Motor Vekzcle Admznzstratzon 
Act 1975 (Alta.), s. 14 (2),  (3). 

99 The offence has bern abolished in the U K. Crzmznal Law Act 1967 (U K.), 
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Freedom of Information 
Both the Cmmonwealth of Australia and Viotoria have enacted 

legislation allowing public access to documents in the possession of 
government departments and prescribed authorities. The term 'pre- 
scribed authority' encompasses many Commonwealth and Victorian 
research institutio1n.s suoh as C.S.I.R.O., public universities, p~ublic tach- 
ing hospitals, and most medical mearch institutes. 

Consequently, a member of the public could obtain access to research 
data or reports belonging to these insftituitions, unless lit is an exempt 
documwit. 

S d c m  41 (1) of the Commonwealth Freedom of Information Act 
1982 provides that a document is an exempt document if its disclosure 
would involve tlhe unreasonable dis.closure of idormaticm relating to the 
personal affairs of any person, while section 45 of the same Aot states 
that a document is an exempt document if its disclosure would constitute 
a breach ot confidence. 

Similar provisions exist in \the Victorian Act. Section 33 (1) of the Vic- 
torian Freedom of Information Act 1982 is identiual to s. 41 (1) of the 
C m o n w d t h  Ad,  while s. 35 (1) of the Victorian Act provides that 
a document is an exempt documenlt if ilts disclolsure would divulge any 
~nformation (YT mlatter communicated in confidence to an agency or 
Minister, and, inter alia, the disclosure olf The information would be 
oontrary to the public interest by reason that the disclosure would be 
reasonably likdy to impair the ability of the agency or Minister to obltain 
similar information in the future. 

Exchange of Information 

Perhaps the commonest infraction of strict confidentiality is the dharing 
of idormation about subjects, 

not only arnolng different members of the medical profession but 
dso between different members of the 'health care team' - 
remptionists, nurses, secretaries, recordkeeplers, physiotherapists, 
radiologists, social workem, psyahologists, chaplains and pr 'hap 
even teachers, pollice, and assorted volunltary warkers.lo6 

Obviously, this is particularly the case whan research is being carfied out 
at a large teaching hospital, whidh may resullt in the information 'being 
available to other doctors, nurses, students, ancillary medical staff, 
administrators and the like'.l07 A concept of extended confidentiality 
'has dewlopxi which is assumed to cover the exchange of information 
between various mmlbers of the clinical health care 

Coincident with this has been Vhe rapidly increasing availablility, 
mpaity and sophiistication of c o m p u b r ~ , ~ ~ ~  resullting in resmrch data 

106 Editorial, supra note 8, a t  p. 3. 
107 Plueckhahn, supra nobe 31, at  p. 5. 
108 Ibid, a t  p. 86. 
109 D. F. H. Pheby, 'Changing Practice on Confidentiality: A Cause for Con- 

cern' (1982) 8 J.iMed.Ethics 12. 
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becoming not ody miore centralized, but also more readily accessible in 
remote terminals.l1° 

It was in the light of [these technological and other developments which 
threatten confidentialilty that @he World Medical Assmiation adopted the 
following two resoluticms at its 27th World Medical Assembly in 1973. 
?The first resolujtion reaffirmed the viral importance of cccufidmtiality. In 
the second resolution, the World Medical Association, while drawing 
attention to the great advantages resulting from the use d computers 
and electronic data processing, requested all national medical assmiations 
to take all possible steps to assure confidentiality, and all member coun- 
tries of the W.M.A. to reject all attempts having as a goal legislation 
authorising procedures which could endanger or undermine [the con- 
fidentiality, and expressing the strong oplinicm that medical data banks 
should only be available to the medical profession and not linked to 
other central data banks.lll 

Students 
In its report on privacy, (the Australian Law Reform Commission, 

after conducting fieldwork and interviews with physioians and medical 
students, concluded that when medical students are placed in teaching 
hospitals, which generally begins in the third or fourth year of the5r 
university studies, 

they have virtuially unlimited access to patients' medical records. 
Students' knowledge of the law about privacy and confidentiality, 
at this stage, is generally based upon the folk law of the medical 
prolfession, rather than upon any concrete informaltion about the 
legal context in which they operate. The general attitude is that 
only disclosures to members of the lay public provide cause for 
concern.112 

It has also been observed that some institutions 'simply have no guide- 
lines for students to follow'.ll3 Similarly, others 'do not cover the topic 
at all in their curriculum or do so blatedly - after the student is already 
in field placement'.l14 

In the absence of specific guiddinas, ilt has been recommended that 
students, at least in their pre-clinical years, should not have a m s  to 
research data unless the names of subjmts and relatives are altered or 
replaced by initials or fake names. If names are clhanged rather than 
simply erased or obliterated, a noltation should appear clearly indicating 
that this has been done. If the material concerns a highly unusual or 
much-publicized situation that could be identified easily even after the 
subject's name has been altered or erased, then certain iden4ifiying 
information may need to be altered.115 

110 Pluecuahn, supra note 31, a t  p. 86. 
111 British Medical Association, supra note 7. 
112 Australian Law Reform Commission, supra note 31, a t  p. 142. 
113 S. J. Wilson, Confidentiality in Social Work: Issues and Principles, New 

York, The Free Press, 1978,35. 
114 Ibid. 
115 Ibid, 35-36. 
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Benefits of Research 

There can be little doubt that mearch generally, Mt  particularly 
medical research, both retrospective and prolspative, has p r o d u d  great 
benefits for mtankind.116 

Not only does the approach help to identify the existence and 
incidence of a disease, to determine symptom devegopmant ~ n d  
disease consequence, but it is essential in laying out the array of 
possible olrigins of the disease. Longitudinal methods in this se~ctor 
have been considerably more efficient over the last forty years with 
the development of survey sarnplling ~techihnology. And when coupled 
to other methods, such as randomized experiments, @he approia~h 
can be dramaticallly effective in identifying whether and how well 
particular treatment programs w0rk.l l 7  

This can ba illustrated by the example of resmrch into colronary heart 
disease. Early investigations wilth autopsy studies provided evidence 
necessary to justify longer-term, longitudinal studies. Because the ability 
to dascriba and predict biased on longitudinal sltudies 'does not necessarily 
yidd unequivocal informaition on the causes of h a r t  disease, long-term 
experimental ta ts  of different treatment programs' were mo~nte1d.l~~ 

The best of these tests generally involve large samples (tracked over 
long periods of time and, molraover, randomized lassignment of 
individuals to one of the competing treatments.llg 

Unfolrtunlatdy. these studies 'raise logistical problmls mlore serious than 
those engendered by longitudinal research alone', and wnsequently, 
pilot studies were undertaken which 

furnished data on the practical difficulty of fidd tests and some- 
what less equivocal small-scale da~ta on The impact of did control 
on haart disease. Such short-term studies have plaved the way for 
longer-term studies that focus on the more plausible causal mmh- 
anisms [ . . . . ]121 

Thus, fhe 'systmatic tracking of both the healthy and the ill remains a 
basic weapon in the medical researoh armamentarium'. 

Hourever, the Australian Law Rdorm Commission, in its repolit on 
privacy, stated that 

[slubject to !the general rules aurhorising disclosure, a doctor can- 
not publish or otherwise disclose for research purposes any ccm- 
fidential information obtained about patients where the use or 
disclosure identifies or renders idenltifiable the patients in qua-  
tion.123 

116 Plueckhahn, supra note 31, at p. 86. 
117 R. F. Boruch and J. S. Cecil, Assuiing the Confidentiality of Social Re- 

search Data, University of Pennsylvania Press, 19i9, 39. 
118 Ibid, 39-40. 
119 Bid,  40. 
120 Ibid. 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid, 39. 
123 Australian Law Reform Commission, suvra note 31, a t  p. 416. 
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Procedures for Maintaining Confidentiality 

Most research institutions have developed procadures for the dde'tion 
of patients' names. Such a procedure has been recommended by the 
Medical Research Council and the Australian Medical Associatioa.12" 

A second requirement has also bsen recommended.125 Fotr example* 
the Lindo Committee on Data Protection in the U.K. recommended 
that not only slhould the researah data be in such a form that individuals 
are not identifiable, but also that such information sholuld only be 
released for born fide epidemiological or clinical resea&h.126 

A third requirement is often recommended. For example, an in- 
dividual may fell that his privacy is being invaded wen rhough he 
remains quite anonymous to the researcher127 and consequently, wherever 
possible, both consent and anonymity should be sought [. . . .1l28 Thus, 
disclosure of data under the United States' Privacy Act 1974129 must 
fulfil all three requirements, viz. (1) it must be in a form nolt individually 
identifiable; (2) it can only be made uplon the wri'tteln consent of @he 
individual; and ( 3 )  it must be for a purpose compatible with the purpose 
for which it was originally cdlected.130 The U.S. Code of Federal 
Regulations specifies additional regulations for researchers conducting 
research on human subjects, including, inter alia, the informed or know- 
ing consent of the participant or legal guardian without 'undue induce- 
ment or any dmenlt of force, fraud, deceit, duress, or other form of 
constraint or colercion'.l31 

The Australian Medical Association's guidelines on confidentiality 
also lay down that a patient's privacy must not be invaded 'unless with 
his informed knowledge and consent7.132 

The requirement of informed consent before disclosure of confidential 
research data has arisen bemuse of 'some abuses and rather free interpre- 
Cations of the term "consent".'l33 

The term 'informed consent', in the context of the release of con- 
fidential research drtta, has been defined as the subject olr legal guardian 
not merely consenting, but also undersltanding 'what information is to 
be given, to whom, and for what purpose'. This extended definition d 
consent has been employad by organizations suah as the American 
National Red Cross in order to avolid the abuses inherent in blanket 
consent forms which are used widely in many hospitals. In contrast to 

124 Medical Research Council, supra note 20; Australian Medical Association, 
supra note 13. 

125 Editorid, supra note 8, a t  p. 4. 
126 Pheby, supra notc 169, at. p. 12. 
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informed consent forms, blanket consent foms authorize the release of 
$any and all idormation' which the institution possesses on 'the subject, 
and that the 'question of pivacy' between the institution and the subjed 
'5s waiveg.134 

The Australian Law Rdorm Commission has sblted that the first 
requirement (viz., disclosure of data in a form which d m  not identify 
subjects) is the one that is required by law. The other requirements 
may be necessary in the U.S.A., whioh, unlike the U.K., Australia and 
New Zealand, has a developed law of privacy. However, even Ohis 
minimum requirement has not been met by researchers because, accord- 
ing to the Coimnission, 

in practice, confidential information a b u t  identifiable subjects is 
systematically exchanged by medioal researchers in braoh of the 
legal rulas, the medical research fraternity assarrting that its own 
self-disciplinary me~hanisms provide sufficient plrotection for the 
subjject.136 

Thus, at presenk, 
the rulm Which balance the ri&b of the subjeot wholse personal 
data is usad, and those which proltect him from misuse of such 
data, ar alert him to any possible harm 'he may suffer, exist only 
in the ethical practice and morality of those researchers hving 
access to his medical records.136 

Unfortunately, the ethical practices of some researchers leaves mueh 
to be desired. Australian Law Refolrm Commissioner, Professor Robert 
Hayes, cited the example of a researcher who had approached a poten- 
tial subject seekr'ng his co-operation in a study of his disease. Tho 
prospective subject, who was extremdy sensitive about his disease and 
feeling considerablle pain and anxidy, refused. 'This researcher literally 
went behind rhe patient's back and approached the treating doctor for 
f!he h d r h  hxfcmnaition m d  got the information.'l37 

He described one practice Which was becomiing increasingly common: 
an epidemiologist notices that a group of patients have a particular 
disease in oommon. Checking their medical records, he discovers they 
have the same kind of job. The researcher then oonttacts their employers 
to see their employment records. According to Hayes, the legality of 
Uhat was 'centainly questicmablle and yet it was a vital technique from the 
researcher's point of view3.138 

Researahers, on the ather hand, have argued on philosophical grounds 
that 'Cslwiety has a vital stake in epidemiologic and other medioal 
mearch' and that 

134 Ibid at  pp. 55-65. 
135 Australian Law Reform Commission, supra note 31, a t  p. 416. 
136 Plueckhahn, supra note 31, at p. 86; Briefing, 'Confidentiality, Records, and 
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11 January 1985. 
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[tlhe social contract rhat facilitates the existence of individuals 
within social groups requires that eadh individual occasionally 
yidds some of his rights, including privacy and freedom of action, 
for the benefit of society as a whole.139 

They argue that many such studies in the past would not have been 
possible had the actual consent of the numerous patients, to use their 
records, been required.140 

They maintain that the solution offered by the Australian LAW Reform 
Commission, viz., that patients should be advised at the time of com- 
pilation of medical records that the information may be used folr reseawh 
purposes, would not solve the problem for a number of reasons.l4] 

First, because it is unlikely to be implemented at the point of 
collection of dl medical records, and completeness is the essence 
of validity and generalization of such medical research. Second, 
because i't would prevent the use of historical information or in- 
formation collected outside the health system where this practice 
does not apply (for example, information on industrial exposure 
to chemical hazards). Third, because it is not at all certain that 
this prospective, and essentially uninformed, consent would, in 
the event of legal challenge, prove to be 

Coiisequeintly, if the Australian Law Reform Commission's assessment 
d the case law (case law not involving medical research) is correct, 
then 'a substantial amount of research [. . .I will be, or already is, out- 
lawed [. . .]'I43 According to the Presidents of the four Royal Collleges 
in Australia, this would constiltute a serious threat to the continuation of 
medical researoh.144 

It is also argued that since such reisearoh is in the public interest, and 
since epidemiological research in particular is conducted by registered 
medical practitioners who are vulnerable to complaint, investigation and 
deregistrarioln, and who are all subject to codes of professional conduct, 
then they should be allowed to proceed without the consent of identifiable 
living subjects.145 Hayes, on the other hand, argues that h e  threat d 
deregistration is unreal in some jurisdictions because of extreme delays 
and a very low rate d deregistration 0 1  unprofessional practitioners, and 
that one concern which he had about ethics committees and codes of 
professional accountability 

is that they might, whether through ignorance or blindness born of 
their own professionalism, endorse practices which, in fact, might 
depart from the requirements of the substantive law.14" 

139 L. Gordis and E. Gold. 'Privacv. Confidentialitv and the Use of Medical 
Records in Research' (1980) 207 ~ i i e n c e  153. 
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He also maintained the 'floodgates argument', m d y ,  that broad 
'public interest' exceplions to the legal standards 'might encourage less 
reputable groups than the medical research fraternity to stake their 
claims for special consideration'.l47 

Resaarchers, however, have argued that the Australian Law Reform 
Commission, in its rejection of the 'public interest' ddence for medical 
research, 'relied on case law which has no direct relevance to the use of 
medical researcW.148 

It has been polinted out that other reports have taken a different view. 
For example, the United States' Privacy Protection Commission took 
the view that biomedical or epidemiological reesarch projects shoiuld 
constitute an excepltion to the general requirement d consent by Vhe 
proispective subject before access to his or her medical records is pwr- 
mitted,14g but that such disclosure should be subject to a number of 
safeguards, i.e., 

firslt, the discloser can not violate any limitation under which the 
information was colle~ted; second, the disclosure in individually 
identifiable form must be necessary to the research; third, the 
institution or practitioner must be satisfied that the importance 04 
the research is such that ilt warrants the risk to (the individual in 
the exposure of rhe information to the resea~cher; fourth, the 
institultion olr practitioner must be sztisfied that (the researdher has 
established adequate safeguards to proitaot the disdoscd informa- 
tion from unauthorized use, including a programme for removlal 
and destruction of idenltifiers; and fifth, the institution or prac- 
titioner must retain the authorilty to consent in writing to any 
further use or radisclosure of the informaltion in individually identi- 
fiable form.150 

In Canada Ithe Commission of Inquiry into Confidentiality of Health 
Information has recommended that hospi~bls could disclose medical 
records to a qualified researcher with the approval 04 a human expri- 
mentation ethics committee which included at least one repmsentative 
of rhe public, such disclo~sure being subject  to certain safeguards.151 

Finally, one must mention two statements which appear to recognise 
that disclosure d confidential researoh data may be in the public interest, 
and which have been cited bath in the report of the Younger Committee 
on Privacy in the U.K.,l52 and by Morison in his report on the law of 
privacy in New South Wales,153 apwially as bolrh statements have been 
referred to by researchers as acknowledging a 'public interest' exception 
for the disclosure of research data154 on the grounds that both 'took the 
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view that public health considerations could justify abridgment of the 
privacy of the individual and this clearly is taken to include research 
into the causation of disease'.l5" 

The Nordic Conference of I~niterniatimal Jurists on the Right d Privacy 
at StockhoJm in 1967 concluded that 'the protection of heal& may 
justify reasonable measuras taken to combat or to prevent the outblreak 
d an eplidemic or the spread of communicable diseasas',156 while, 
although AAde  8 (1) of the European Convention on Human Rights 
and Fundlamental Freedoms 19501" plro!tects the to privacy, Article 
8 (2) goes on to state that that right may be abridged if it is necessary 
'in the interest of [. . .] public safety [or . . .I for the protection d haalth 
(. . . .I' It is clear, however, from an examination of these declarationg 
that they do not justify the disclosure d confidential mearch da'ta for 
ordinary or routine research purposes. On the contrary, such discllosure 
is only justifiable when the health and safety of the public is in peril. 

Conclusion 
Two situations which may confront the researcher have ken  con- 

sidered. First, what should a reseearcher do when he receives confidsn- 
tial information from a subject that a crime is baing planned or has been 
committed, or that some other maittar is afoot which, while not neces- 
sarily ariminal, m y  involve danger to the piubllic ? Clearly, under the 
public interest exception to confidantiality such information coluld be 
disclosed to the proper authoritties without the consent of the subject, 
such disclosure baing sanctioned bloth by coda of professiolnal conduct 
and by the common law. 

Second, should a researcher who has received confiden!tial data from 
a subjeat disclose that information to a third person for resetarch pur- 
poses ? Although this may, in some cases, be sanctioned by coda d 
professional condudt, it may constitute an actionable breach of con- 
fidence at common law. Ideally, thardolre, a researcher should (i) obtain 
the informed and knowing consent of the subject before releasing the 
research data; (ii) ensure that the info~rmation will be used olnly for 
bona fide research purposes; and (iii) ensure that all identifying refer- 
ences are ddeted from the research dlata. As an absdulb minimum, 
requirement (iii) sihould be complied with. 

Of murse, there will be! situations in which wan (Gi) m n a t  be 
complied with without blocking off impolrtant lines of researchl" as, for 
example, when it is necessary to identify the subject wilth certainty or to 
interview b . l B  As the Medical Research Council tolld the Younger 
Committee, 
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[i]n research on clinical and population genatics there was no 
alternafiive to methods involving personal contact with the subjects 
and their relatives, if there was to be adequate warning of specific 
genertic diseases or understanding of genetic mutations caused by 
environmental hazards. In industrial medicine also the proper 
assessment of a health risk would often requlire the linking of 
personal medical and industrial records, and access to medical 
records could also ble vital in rasearch designed to evaluate treat- 
rnent.160 

The moldification of the common law to accmmodate the needs of 
suuh researchers .could best be achieved by legislation similar to the 
provisions in the Queensland EMth  Act 1937-1981 (ss. 154M, 154N, 
which may authorise scientific research and studies for the purpolx of 
reducing morbidity or mortality, and s. 1011, under which the Dirwtsr- 
General can ralease perinatal statis~tics to researchers) and the South 
Austmlian Health Act 1935-1975 (ss. 146r, 146s, which may authorize 
scientific research and studies for reducing morblidity and mortali'ty), 
but of wider ambit, along the lines recommended by the United States' 
Privacy Protection Commission or the Canadian Commission of Inquiry 
inlto the Confidentiality d Health Information. 

160 Ibid. 




